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Introducing Whisper $WISP - the
First Suite of DeFi Tools on zkSync
Whisper ($WISP) is a revolutionary project on the zkSync blockchain building a comprehensive suite of
DeFi products and tools, as well as other blockchain utilities such as games. Our goal is to become the
premier go-to suite of DeFi tools on zkSync, offering our users a complete ecosystem for their financial
needs on this innovative and secure blockchain.

Our team is made up of experienced developers, DeFi enthusiasts, and blockchain experts who are
passionate about building a more accessible and user-friendly financial system for everyone. We believe
that the future of finance lies in decentralization, and we're dedicated to creating a suite of tools that
enable users to participate in this new paradigm in a safe, secure, and transparent way.
At the core of the Whisper ecosystem is our native token, $WISP. This token serves as a utility within the
platform, providing access to a range of tools and services designed to help users manage their assets,
make informed investment decisions, and participate in the broader DeFi ecosystem.

At the core of the Whisper ecosystem is our native token, $WISP. This token serves as a utility within the
platform, providing access to a range of tools and services designed to help users manage their assets,
make informed investment decisions, and participate in the broader DeFi ecosystem.
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Creating a Safe Environment for
New Investors on zkSync
One of the main goals of the Whisper platform is to create a safe and secure environment for new
investors on zkSync. With the rapid growth of the DeFi ecosystem, it's more important than ever to
ensure that users have access to the tools and resources they need to protect their investments and
make informed decisions.

To achieve this goal, we've developed a range of tools and services that are designed to help users
navigate the complexities of the DeFi space and minimize their exposure to risk. Our liquidity locker, for
example, allows users to lock their tokens' liquidity, providing a safeguard against rug pulls and other
forms of exploitation.

Similarly, our token locker enables users to lock their team tokens or other tokens, ensuring that
investors can feel safe knowing that those tokens can't be sold on the market. With our lock viewer,
users can view all locked tokens and liquidity in an overview of all, helping them stay informed and in
control of their investments.
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In addition, our launchpad and contract deployer offer a safe
and easy way for other projects to launch their tokens and
contracts on zkSync. With our launchpad, other projects can
launch their token through our platform, leveraging the security
and efficiency of zkSync to help them reach a broader audience.

Finally, our contract deployer enables users to easily deploy
contracts on zkSync and automatically lock liquidity. With our
contract deployer, you can set taxes within a reasonable limit
and launch a contract with just a few clicks. This provides a safe
opportunity for investors to invest their money knowing that the
contract doesn't contain malicious code.

By providing these tools and services, we're working to create a
more secure and accessible DeFi ecosystem for all users, from
new investors to seasoned professionals. With the Whisper
platform, users can feel confident knowing that they have the
tools and resources they need to make informed decisions and
protect their assets.
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An Overview of All DeFi Tools 
for WISP
At WISP, we believe in providing our users with the most comprehensive suite of DeFi tools
available on the market. Our DeFi tool suite is designed to provide a one-stop-shop for all of your
DeFi needs. Here’s a quick overview of the tools we offer:
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Liquidity Locker: 

Our liquidity locker allows
users to lock their token
liquidity for a set period of
time. This is a great way to
ensure that your liquidity is
secure and that you’re
protected against rug pulls
or other nefarious activities.

Token Locker: 

Our token locker allows
teams to lock their tokens
for a set period of time. This
is a great way to ensure that
your tokens are safe from
market volatility, and that
investors can rest easy
knowing that the tokens
can't be sold on the market.

Lock Viewer: 

Our lock viewer provides a
comprehensive overview of
all locked tokens and
liquidity. This is a great way
to get a bird’s eye view of
your DeFi activities and to
ensure that everything is
secure and in order.



Predictions: 

Our predictions game is a
fun and exciting way to
engage with the market and
test your knowledge of
cryptocurrencies. You can
make predictions on the
future price of various
cryptocurrencies and earn
rewards for your accuracy.

Staking: 

Our staking tool allows users
to stake their WISP tokens
and earn rewards for doing
so. This is a great way to earn
passive income and grow
your WISP holdings.

LP Farming: 

Our LP farming tool allows
users to stake a combination
of WISP and other tokens
(such as Ethereum) and earn
rewards in WISP. This is a
great way to grow your WISP
holdings while also
supporting the WISP
ecosystem.
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Pools: 

Our pools tool allows users
to stake their WISP tokens
for rewards in another token,
or to stake a pair of WISP and
another token for rewards in
the other token.

Launchpad: 

Our launchpad allows other
projects to launch their
tokens through WISP,
providing a safe and secure
environment for investors to
participate in token sales.

Contract Deployer:

 Our contract deployer
allows users to easily deploy
contracts on zkSync and
automatically lock liquidity.
You can set taxes within a
reasonable limit and launch a
contract with just a few
clicks. 



At WISP, we’re committed to providing our users with the
most comprehensive and secure suite of DeFi tools available

on the market. Whether you’re a seasoned DeFi investor or
new to the space, we have everything you need to engage

with the market and grow your holdings.
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Making Crypto Fun with Predictions
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At WISP, we believe that DeFi should be more than just a way to make money – it should also be fun and
engaging. That’s why we’re excited to introduce our predictions game.
Our predictions game is a fun and exciting way to engage with the market and test your knowledge of
cryptocurrencies. You can make predictions on the future price of various cryptocurrencies and earn
rewards for your accuracy.

We believe that our predictions game is just the beginning of what’s possible in the DeFi space. As we
continue to build out our suite of DeFi tools, we’ll be exploring new and innovative ways to make DeFi
more fun and engaging for our users.

 In the WISP prediction game, players place bets on whether the price of a chosen cryptocurrency, such
as Bitcoin, will rise or fall in the next few minutes. The bets are pooled together to create a prize pool,
and the outcome is determined by the actual price of the cryptocurrency at the end of the betting
period, using blockchain technology to verify the price. Players who correctly predict the outcome will
receive a share of the prize pool, based on the size of their bet and the number of correct predictions
made by other players. The game is player versus player, making it a fun and competitive way to engage
with cryptocurrency markets.
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Staking and LP Farming

Staking and LP farming are essential parts of the WISP ecosystem. They allow holders of WISP to earn
rewards for holding and staking their tokens. Staking involves locking WISP tokens in a contract for a
certain period of time. This helps improve the WISP ecosystem and allows holders to earn rewards in the
form of additional WISP tokens.

LP farming, on the other hand, involves staking a combination of WISP and another token, such as
Ethereum, in a liquidity pool. This helps provide liquidity to the WISP ecosystem and allows holders to
earn rewards in the form of additional WISP tokens.
30% of the entire WISP supply is dedicated to rewards for both staking and LP farming. This ensures that
there is always an incentive for holders to participate in staking and providing liquidity.
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Pools
Pools are another exciting feature of the WISP ecosystem. They allow holders to earn rewards in other
tokens by staking their WISP tokens. Alternatively, holders can stake a pair of WISP and another token to
earn rewards in the other token. Staking a pair of tokens gives higher yield than Single Asset Staking.
Pools provide a way for holders to earn additional rewards while still holding their WISP tokens. They also
help provide liquidity to the WISP ecosystem and can help increase the overall value of the token.
As we continue to build out the WISP suite of DeFi tools, we plan to introduce even more exciting
features to our pools. This includes unique reward structures and other incentives to encourage
participation and provide even more value to our holders.
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Detailing our Roadmap
At WISP, we have an ambitious roadmap to become the premier suite of DeFi tools on zkSync. Our
current offerings include the Liquidity Locker, Token Locker, and Lock Viewer. However, we plan to
continue building out additional DeFi tools and fun blockchain games.
In the near future, we plan to launch our predictions game, allowing users to bet on the future price of
cryptocurrencies. We will also be rolling out staking and LP farming, which will allow users to earn
rewards for holding WISP and staking other tokens in combination with WISP.

Beyond that, we have many more exciting features and products planned for the future. We plan to
launch Pools, where users can stake WISP and other tokens for rewards. We also plan to introduce a
Launchpad, allowing other projects to launch their tokens through the WISP platform.
Our ultimate goal is to provide users with a comprehensive suite of DeFi tools that are easy to use and
accessible to all. We believe that by offering a variety of tools and games, we can attract a diverse range
of users and help bring DeFi to the masses.
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Tokenomics - The WISP Token
Whisper's native token is the WISP token, with a total supply of 100 million tokens. At launch, 50% of the
tokens are in circulation. The remaining tokens are allocated as follows: 15% is reserved for future
partnerships, 5% for future fundraising, and 30% is reserved for rewards for staking and LP farming.
The WISP token will be used as a utility token within the WISP ecosystem, providing access to our suite
of DeFi tools and blockchain games. Holders of WISP tokens will also benefit from rewards through
staking and LP farming.

We believe in a fair distribution of tokens and that the allocation above will provide a solid foundation for
the growth of WISP. We will continue to monitor and adjust the token allocation as needed to support
the long-term sustainability of the project.
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Legal Disclaimer
The information presented in this white paper is for informational purposes only and should not be
construed as investment advice. The information contained herein is not a solicitation or an offer to buy
or sell any security or token. WISP does not provide investment, financial, or legal advice, and any
information contained in this white paper should not be construed as such. Any investment in WISP or
any other cryptocurrency is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. Before investing in WISP or
any other cryptocurrency, you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience,
and risk tolerance. We make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the
completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability, or availability with respect to the information presented
in this white paper.
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Thank you 
Join our WISP family

http://t.me/wispportal
https://twitter.com/Whisper_Zk

